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The world of estuarine and coastal ecology and management has lost a dear friend, colleague, editor, author, collaborator and even adversary! But how many marine ecologists were also players of the drums, keyboard and bagpipes, and were shepherds (with their own flock of breeding Texel sheep), sometime ballroom dancers, and reconstructors of their own cars (a Citroen 2CV), small boat and farmhouse!

On May 7, 2020, the Dutch marine ecologist Victor de Jonge, passed away suddenly and unexpectedly due to a heart attack at the age of 75. Our thoughts and sympathies go out to Victor\'s family and friends but especially to Jacky, his wife, companion and 'sounding board' of almost 52 years -- our loss is huge but nothing compared to Jacky\'s.

Victor was born in Nijmegen on the night the city was liberated from German occupation in World War II -- hence his name! He and Jacky de Smidt met when both were very young as their families were friends who used to spend Christmas and birthdays together as well as Sinterklaas! While Victor went to study biology, Jacky studied psychology and went on to have a long and successful career as an educational psychologist -- some of us had joked that she had ideal training for living with a scientist!Image 2

Jacky and Victor -- always smiling, pictured in their 40th Anniversary year!Image 3

Victor the shepherd (Photo Nelson Rangel-Buitrago).

1. The early life and student life {#sec1}
==================================

Victor\'s first encounters with the edges of the sea were at the island of Texel, where the family spent several summer holidays and where he collected a great many biological objects, including bird skulls, which were taken home for display in his private 'museum' in the attic. Here, he was inspired by the variety of life in the sea. He even brought home many live organisms after having built a seawater aquarium at home, even with a working tidal range - he then regularly had to travel more than 100 km to go to the Eastern Scheldt to refresh the salt water!

In 1965, after having completed his military service, Victor studied biology at the Catholic University of Nijmegen (now Radboud University) which included his first marine fieldwork. Around the then still open sea-arm Oosterschelde (SW Netherlands), he made a classification of coastal inland waters and also studied the vegetation of the Bay of Arcachon (SW France). In the second part of his university education, he decided to widen his scope outside Nijmegen, while already being married to Jacky.

At university, Victor entered a class of over 50, of which 11 were girls. In the first three years, the group had all the practical sessions, lectures, fieldtrips and excursions together. Six of the girls married a biologist, but not Victor -- Norbert Dankers gets the impression that Victor was practically engaged to Jacky from kindergarten onwards! Victor (Vic to some of his class) would have attended the next class reunion later in 2020 and will be sadly missed there.Image 4

1965 Biology class Nijmegen. Victor bottom row 2nd from left (in the non-conforming dark pullover!) (photo [www.Bio65.nl](http://www.Bio65.nl){#intref0010}).Image 5

Victor as a student in 1966 (photo [www.Bio65.nl](http://www.Bio65.nl){#intref0015}).

Victor was conscripted into the army after Grammar School and was allowed to attend classes before conscription ended but had to wear military uniform until October. His skills were shown even in the first two years, with students in zoology practical classes dissecting a large variety of vertebrates and invertebrates (this was necessary and allowed in those days!) -- lampreys, shark, rat, cuttlefish, frog, pigeon, pig heart etc. Most of the students made fairly schematic drawings but not Victor - his drawings were works of art, worth exhibiting in a museum but we cannot find if these still exist!

In the third year, students prepared microscopic slides of organs and again Victor made perfect drawings of them but the lecturer, Dr Lukoschus, was arguing with him that they and the ones from the years before were worthless and not scientific. The then printing techniques required drawings to be made with little dots with dark and light achieved by placing dots closer or further apart. The strong-willed Victor we all came to know didn\'t give in! His other 'arty' side was shown with playing the drums in the Bio65 cabaret group!

In addition, to provide some income as a student, Victor collected the handwritten lecture notes from the best students in the previous year and bought a large-size Olivetti typewriter to type them on to stencils. His father had a stencil machine and so he produced printed lecture notes which he sold to the students at 10 cents per page. Some of the professors were not amused but everyone agreed that they were a perfect help!

After these first three years (including graduation at BSc), the biology students did laboratory or field projects for two years. For Victor, this meant going back to the Wadden Sea and his coastal projects. At the Netherlands Institute for Sea Research NIOZ in Texel, Victor focussed on oceanography and marine ecology, studying the phosphorus cycle in the Dutch Wadden Sea under the supervision of Professor Henk Postma. Again, he was focussing on the transition zone between fresh and marine waters - Henk and Victor could have fierce arguments on matters where they did not agree (yes, we have all been there!). Even then, Victor realised the importance of physico-chemical processes in the functioning and ecological structure of estuarine organisms and this remained a '*leitmotiv*' in all his studies, right to the end. In 1973, he completed his university education at Nijmegen *'cum laude*'.

2. Early career {#sec2}
===============

For his first job, he joined a multidisciplinary project 'Biological Study of the Ems-Dollard Estuary' (BOEDE), funded by the Dutch government and led by Dr. Piet de Wolf. This study aimed to gain an insight into the structure and functioning of this estuarine system on the Dutch-German border that had to cope with major human impacts, such as the discharge of industrial wastewater and increasing navigational dredging. Victor contributed in the fields of oceanography, by studying the estuarine gradients in nutrients and suspended matter, and the microphytobenthos as an important primary producer. Victor always had a keen eye on interactions and together with three students he investigated the "whirling up of benthic diatoms" - resuspension was not yet part of his vocabulary! Victor worked on the Ems-Dollard on and off for the rest of his life.

Being inventive and also technically skilled, he helped to develop various technical solutions to facilitate the often-laborious work in the field as well as in the laboratory. One of his inventions was the use of density gradient centrifugation with industrial colloidal silica for the quantitative separation of benthic diatoms from sediment. Another was the application of a 'carousel' (now called a cylindrical, laboratory flume -- Victor was years ahead of the field!) for the study of sedimentation-erosion processes. The BOEDE-project culminated in a book '*Simulation and analysis of the Ems Estuary*' (published by Springer in 1988) presenting an extensive account of an ecological modelling exercise. During the 12 years of research in the Ems-Dollard Estuary, with successive contracts for 5, 3, 2 and finally another 2 years, Victor\'s scientific work had provided a sound basis for obtaining a PhD by publications at the University of Groningen in January 1992. His promotors were prof. Dr. Chris van den Hoek, who scientifically supervised his work in the BOEDE-project, and prof. Dr. Cees den Hartog, who already during the fieldwork in the Bay of Arcachon had greatly stimulated Victor\'s interest in doing multidisciplinary research.

3. Working at Rijkswaterstaat {#sec3}
=============================

In 1986, Victor joined the Tidal Waters Division of Rijkswaterstaat, an organisation under the Ministry of Transport and Water Management with the task to provide science-based advice for management and policy development. This organisation later became the Dutch National Institute for Coastal and Marine Management (RIKZ). During his first years at Rijkswaterstaat, Victor finished the last publications belonging to his PhD-thesis and he further studied the impact of dredging of harbours and shipping lanes on the estuarine ecosystem. Together with students, he performed laboratory experiments on the bioavailability of sediment-bound phosphate. With Karel Essink he analysed decades of data to describe the long-term changes in nutrient loads from the River Rhine and Lake IJssel on primary and secondary producers in the Dutch Wadden Sea. In a further study, Victor, together with Karel and fisheries biologist Rudolf Boddeke, described how the ecosystem of the Dutch Wadden Sea had changed since in 1932 a large part of the former Zuiderzee was closed off from the Wadden Sea. Victor broadened his scope by also looking at the North Sea and he organised a symposium "The other North Sea" with the objective to provide some novel ideas relevant to the management of the North Sea. All these findings were presented at international symposia and published afterwards.

In studying the ecology and management of the Dutch Wadden Sea and Ems-Dollard estuary, the different scientists of the different institutes involved did not always agree, including differences of opinion. Sometimes these developed into 'blazing rows' with Victor over something about which he felt passionate - occasionally this was the result of a mere misunderstanding! Such rows, however, always ended amicably and usually over a bottle of a nice red liquid! For example, one of us (ND) disagreed with Victor over trends in turbidity, especially in the Western Dutch Wadden Sea near the Afsluitdijk. Victor -- in his anger - wrote to Norbert\'s Director that he should be sacked because he was a danger for the Wadden Sea that due to wrong ideas might change into a murky dead body of water. Despite this, Victor and Norbert remained life-long friends! We all have examples of how Victor was passionate about the role of science in policy and vice versa -- a feature he continued to nourish and elaborate in his many papers on marine management.

Having analysed the historic demise of eelgrass (*Zostera marina*) vegetations in the Dutch Wadden Sea, Victor took the initiative to increase ecological restoration. He proposed a project, involving Dr Marieke van Katwijk and many others of the University of Nijmegen, for collecting plant material elsewhere in the Wadden Sea and for selecting favourable sites, sowing seeds and planting rhizomes. This developed towards a long-lasting effort, followed up by several organisations and eventually with ramifications worldwide.

In the Rijkswaterstaat, Victor was concerned for the well-being of all personnel in the organization. He became a member, a Workers Representative, of the "dienstcommissie"(later: "ondernemingsraad", i.e. Works Council) and, strong minded as always, especially when he saw something wrong, he had fierce arguments with the highest directors. In one occasion, the Director in his main office in The Hague decided to move the regional office where Victor was based from Haren (Groningen) to The Hague. Victor, together with Karel Essink, stood up in protest and they pleaded their case with the Queens Commissioner, Henk Vonhoff, who soon after happened to speak with the responsible Minister -- within a short time the Minister summoned the Director, and the regional office stayed where it was! Some years later, Victor was offered a position in the scientific surroundings in the University of Groningen, fully paid by Rijkswaterstaat. That meant that he could no longer directly interfere with Rijkswaterstaat business (which of course did not happen). On the other hand, Victor was free to engage in coastal science and to start his long collaboration with the Institute of Estuarine & Coastal Studies (at the University of Hull in the UK).

4. The Ems Estuary {#sec4}
==================

Victor never lost his involvement with the continuing deterioration of ecosystem quality in the Ems estuary and even after his retirement, he took samples and analysed suspended matter. Much of his knowledge and ideas were incorporated in a position paper of the Dutch *Waddenacademie* with respect to the design of a German-Dutch integrated monitoring programme for the Ems estuary. Also in discussions on how to improve the ecological conditions in the Ems estuary, Victor took a very active role. He increased collaboration with applied mathematicians and modellers of Utrecht University (Huib de Swart) and Delft University of Technology (Henk Schuttelaars) to combine his ecological knowledge with the latest physical insights, which he was very much interested to learn. This resulted in many trips by Victor and Henk, always involving in-depth and interesting discussions, to Germany where he presented his ideas and gave his opinion on the other restoration options. Moreover, he took a new direction by bringing international scientists together in exploring the potential use of Ecological Network Analysis (ENA) to define and assess the 'Good Environmental Status' of the functioning and food web structure of marine ecosystems. Six significant papers on this subject were published as recently as 2019 and there are others in press or preparation. Most notably, his recent work with Dr Ulricke Schückel (Landesbetrieb für Küstenschutz, Nationalpark und Meeresschutz Schleswig Holstein) shows how Victor was the driving force using his innovative ideas which combined effectively with Ulrike\'s skill in data handling and processing.

5. Research metrics and editorial roles {#sec5}
=======================================

Victor\'s research metrics show his huge output and demonstrate to younger authors his authority to comment on their papers as a referee and editor. The large number of papers and chapters (92 on Scopus and \>160 on Google Scholar) give Victor\'s academic contribution but this does not reflect the even larger number of reports that he co-authored over the years as a Civil Servant in advising the Dutch Government and many other bodies. His first paper was in 1974 and he continued to publish -- indeed, we know he was working on the final drafts of manuscripts in the days before his untimely death. Victor\'s high *h* index (37 in Scopus and 49 in Google Scholar) and number of citations (\>6600) show that his work continues to be used and especially is a basis for new studies (See <https://scholar.google.co.uk/citations?user=b87h8S8AAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra>; <https://www.scopus.com/cto2/main.uri?ctoId=CTODS_1204000090&authors=7004654319&origin=AuthorNamesList>).

Victor also played a large role in the transforming the rather modest Dutch *Hydrobiological Bulletin* into the more internationally-operating *Netherlands Journal of Aquatic Ecology*. The latter journal was again transformed into the international quarterly journal *Aquatic Ecology* (1997) and issued by Kluwer Academic Publishers.

Victor became Editor in Chief of the Elsevier journal *Ocean & Coastal Management* in 2010. He increased the size and reputation of the journal and under his tutelage its Impact Factor increased greatly from 1.068 in 2009 to 2.829 in 2019! He encouraged all authors and gave them wise guidance -- even a rejection of a paper was handled with sympathy as he knew that all of us had papers rejected and have cursed editors and referees at times! Victor\'s criticism was always constructive and on the many occasions when he and Mike Elliott gave workshops on scientific publishing and refereeing, Victor even used referee criticisms of his own papers as examples. At the time of his death, Victor was in the process of following the Elsevier journal *Estuarine Coastal & Shelf Science* by linking his journal *Ocean & Coastal Management* to ECSA (Estuarine & Coastal Sciences Association).

6. DSc and links to Hull {#sec6}
========================

In 1991, Victor started teaching in the then Institute of Estuarine & Coastal Studies (IECS) in the University of Hull, UK, and in 1995 was appointed an Honorary Professor for his teaching on the MSc in Estuarine & Coastal Sciences & Management, and his research and publications with Mike Elliott at Hull. This led to Victor submitting and in 2002 being awarded his DSc (Doctor of Science) by Publications by the University of Hull -- a collection of a large number of Victor\'s papers and his synthesis of his scientific contribution -- the bound volume is about 12 cm thick! With his customary attention to detail, the synthesis in the DSc also showed his life\'s work in a set of graphs! The graduation ceremony at the City Hall in Hull was one of the highlights of Victor\'s illustrious career and his and Jacky\'s lives and a great deal of pleasure to Mike and Jan Elliott!Image 6

Victor and Jacky at the City Hall, Hull, after his DSc graduation in 2002.

When IECS was closed down by the University of Hull in 2019 after 37 years in existence, Mike had to restrain Victor both from inciting the staff to riot and posting a huge banner across the university; he wrote in defence of the Institute and wanted to complain directly and in person to the University\'s Vice Chancellor -- he was a believer in 'direct action'!

7. Role in ECSA {#sec7}
===============

Victor joined the Council of the Estuarine & Coastal Sciences Association (ECSA) in 1990 and stayed on the Council until 2019. As with everything else he did, he gave his sweat, tears and toil to the Association and eventually succeeded Mike Elliott to become Conference Coordinator/Meetings Secretary in 1992. This coincided with planning of the first meeting he organised for ECSA with Karel Essink - the ECSA-23 symposium "Particles in estuaries and coastal waters" (1993 in Haren, The Netherlands); Victor and Karel were then guest-editors of the special volume of Netherlands *Journal of Aquatic Ecology* in which the symposium proceedings were published.

Victor\'s great achievement was in bringing Elsevier on board so the ECSA international meetings went from 200+ to 600 participants which cemented the international reputation of ECSA -- there are many colleagues who would have started having a pleasant meal or drink with Victor and then found themselves agreeing to be a Symposium Convenor! As Conference Coordinator, he was responsible for the expansion of ECSA International Scientific meetings into countries outside Europe including Argentina, South Africa, Australia and China amongst others. Victor also increased the links between ECSA and the Estuarine Research Federation (ERF, now the Coastal & Estuarine Research Federation) in the US. After two decades, as the longest serving Conference Coordinator in ECSA\'s history since its founding in the early 1970s, he eventually handed over the task of Conference Coordinator to Dr Sally Little in 2013.

Many will have heard his 'ECSA-promotion talk' at symposia where he showed pictures of a fleet of Spanish buses carrying the company name 'ECSA' and his encouragement that '*we should not miss the bus*' -- perhaps only Jacky knows where the buses were from but as yet ECSA has not had legal proceedings for unauthorised use of the pictures! Victor was so convincing that we think some delegates really believed that ECSA did own a fleet of buses! He was especially effective in telling students that annual ECSA Student Membership was just as cheap as 'a McDonalds meal with drink' and would be better for their mental and physical health and career! ECSA has lost its prime ambassador and promoter and its meetings will not be the same.

All of us have great memories of Victor and Jacky at symposia but for Karel Essink ECSA-symposia do have a special reminiscence as he and Victor travelled together to many ECSA symposia and other meetings. On many occasions, they had adventurous drives in the Rijkswaterstaat company car, such as crossing the then German Democratic Republic in 1986 on their way to Gdansk (Poland), or down south to Caen (France) in 1989. On many occasions, Victor choose to publish the symposium proceedings in journals where Karel was the acting editor, *viz*. *Netherlands Journal of Aquatic Ecology* and *Aquatic Ecology*.

Notably for ECSA, Victor helped to design the ECSA logo with the Tidal Waters Division\'s draftsman and photographer Rob Jungcurt -- what was often kindly referred to as 'the sweating eagle' (in reality a wave breaking inside a delta!)!Image 7

Victor and Rob Jungcurt, designers of the ECSA-logo with Rob\'s reward for the design!

8. Advisory roles {#sec8}
=================

Victor spent many years advising different bodies but one of his roles as advisor is a good example. In the early 1980s, Norbert Dankers was appointed by the Dutch Queen as a member of the Wadden Advisory Council (WAR) that consisted of 5 or 6 independent scientists and stakeholder specialists to advise the government. The scientists were Paul Hagel (Fisheries), Henk Postma (Hydrology and geomorphology) and Norbert (Ecology) and also an economist and social scientist. With the retirement of Paul and Henk, Norbert took over their responsibilities. The stakeholders were allowed to have a representative replacement, but the scientists were not allowed that opportunity. Then Victor applied for membership -- this caused a stir as it was unheard of as the normal procedure was for members to be invited. The chair asked Norbert\'s advice and he argued that the whole field of ecology was too much for one person to cover and that he would welcome Victor to deal with matters more suited to Victor\'s expertise. This combination and Victor\'s greater contacts increased the effectiveness of the Council. However, in 2003 the WAR had to downsize despite the increased workload, the name changed into 'Raad voor de Wadden', Norbert resigned and Victor took over as specialist in the field of Ecosystems. In the large number of reports and advice to the Government Victor\'s ideas can clearly be recognized, it must have been quite a job.

9. Epilogue {#sec9}
===========

In the last twenty years, Victor\'s efforts have been in analyzing, publishing and presenting his work jointly with colleagues and others from around the world, on coastal zone management, the impact of human activities, ecosystem services and of course the impacts of pollution, eutrophication and morphology/hydrology related impacts on turbidity and primary production. His work especially continued in the Ems region where he started in the early 1970s.

When he died, Victor was still not showing any signs of slowing down. In addition to Editing *Ocean & Coastal Management*, he was still working on papers on Ecological Network Analysis (ENA) and full of ideas about the further analysis of huge matrices he had created on estuarine food webs. He was writing the first chapters for the next edition of the book '*The Estuarine Ecosystem; ecology, threats and management*' with Mike Elliott and Donald McLusky. Again, with Mike, Victor was one of the Co-Convenors of the ECSA58-EMECS13 international symposium which due to the COVID-19 pandemic had just been postponed from September 2020 until September 2021, and he was working on the abstracts, speakers and sessions (note that the symposium will now be a tribute to Victor). And to cap all this, he had just finished this year\'s lambing season! The sadness and shock is compounded as he was much healthier and fitter than many of us much younger than his 75 years!

Since Victor\'s sad and untimely death, we have received messages from a huge number of his colleagues, associates, former students, collaborators and authors worldwide. Many say the same thing -- he was an excellent and meticulous scientist, he 'didn\'t suffer fools gladly', and had his own very strong opinions. He was always willing to help young researchers and gave his time freely and he was a hard but fair Editor and his comments always resulted in improved papers. Once Victor was locked into a cause or a set of ideas then it wasn\'t easy to get him to change -- indeed we have occasionally said to him that '*he was like a terrier with a rat*'! Many people in many fora have received Victor\'s fierce E-mails, often partly in CAPITALS when he did not agree with the conclusions, and some of us occasionally got Victor to temper the comments as a more subtle approach would have been more successful.

If Victor was on your side then he was a great ally but he would make you challenge your ideas. Many of us have had fierce discussions with him over some points of science -- we all emphasise that these always ended amicably and the arguments have never got in the way of friendship. We have seen his passion for the Wadden Sea and the Ems-Dollard and, yes, he has ruffled a few feathers but, to use the English saying, 'you can\'t make an omelette without breaking eggs\'. One of us (ME) has often said to Victor that the saying '*are you a professor because you are opinionated or are you opinionated because you are a professor*?' wasn\'t said about him (or Mike) but easily could have been! He didn\'t disagree!

It is clear that Victor has left a legacy for his science and a lasting memory for us all. But he would not have achieved all of this without the support, guidance and sustenance provided by Jacky. We know that he practised his arguments and presentations on Jacky before letting them loose on the wider audience. Above all, we have all had very enjoyable times with Victor and Jacky away from the science, whether at dinners, concerts, parties or the theatre. We have all enjoyed (or suffered!) Victor\'s humour and we will all miss him greatly!Image 8

With thanks especially to Jacky but also to the many friends, colleagues and collaborators of Victor from around the world; with thanks for the photographs from those mentioned; the remaining photographs were ours or from Jacky.
